UA Equestrian Therapeutic Division is unlike any other therapeutic riding program offering equine therapeutic options for campus participants across the lifespan. Our uniqueness lies in the Equine-Assisted Therapies Research Office connected with our program that will conduct groundbreaking research on the benefits of therapeutic riding.

Between equine-assisted activities and riding, participants receive the physical, cognitive, and neurological benefits only the power of the horse can provide. Participants of the UA Therapeutic Division are the Rise Center, Brewer-Porch Children's Center, Capstone Village and Adapted Athletics.

You provide the missing link to make it happen. As we prepare to launch our service to others, we are in need of support. Supporting UA Therapeutic Division will be what you long tell family and friends is the most impactful and meaningful gift of your lifetime. When you see pictures of the ear-to-ear smile of children benefiting from your gift or learn that an autistic child spoke their first word on a horse because of your support, you will know that this was your most impactful gift of a lifetime.

Your support will help with numerous start-up costs including saddles, a mounting lift & ramp, equipment and horses.

MAKE YOUR GIFT OR PLEDGE NOW!

(payable over 5 years)

Make your most impactful gift of a lifetime!
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